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UK inflation hits 
highest level since 
start of pandemic
LONDON: British inflation has soared to the highest
level since the early stages of the pandemic, official data
showed yesterday, stoking fears of a global inflationary
spike as economies reopen. The Consumer Prices Index
rate hit 1.5 percent in April, attaining the highest point
since March 2020 when the COVID crisis erupted, the
Office for National Statistics said in a statement.

The upswing, which compared with 0.7 percent in
March 2021, was fuelled by rising clothing and energy
costs and came as the UK economy embarked on a
phased reopening. “Inflation rose in April, mainly due to
prices rising this year compared with the falls seen at the
start of the pandemic this time last year,” said chief ONS
economist Grant Fitzner. “This was seen most clearly in
household utility bills and clothing prices.” Clothing and
footwear prices increased last month following many
months of decline during lockdown. Energy prices rose
after the government recently increased its electricity and
gas tariff cap, having cut it a year earlier.

And rising crude oil prices fed through into higher
costs for motor fuels, which are now at their highest level
since January 2020. Yesterday’s news has fuelled fears
that global inflation could also spike this year when
Britain and other nations fully emerge from COVID-19.

Commentators remain fearful that massive global
COVID stimulus, combined with pent-up consumer

demand, could trigger soaring inflation and spark interest
rate hikes that could choke off any nascent recovery. “At
current levels, inflation is nothing to fret about, but there
is rising concern that the fiscal and monetary response to
the pandemic has sown the seeds of an inflationary scare
further down the road,” said AJ Bell analyst Laith Khalaf.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s Conservative govern-
ment has spent more than £350 billion ($487 billion, 406
billion euros) in emergency measures since the outbreak
of COVID-19 at the start of last year. In addition, the BoE
slashed its main interest rate to a record-low 0.1 percent
and pumped the economy with nearly half-a-trillion
pounds of cash stimulus.

Trojan horse for inflation? 
“For the moment, the Bank of England is dismissing

consumer price increases as a natural bounce back from
the depths of the pandemic last spring,” added Khalaf.

“But the economic recovery could be a Trojan horse,
smuggling inflation into the UK, right under the nose of
central bankers.” The BoE had already warned that ener-
gy price hikes would push UK inflation beyond its 2.0-
percent target this year. Britain is meanwhile exiting lock-
downs at a gradual pace, allowing the economy to further
recover from pandemic fallout. The economy began to
recover strongly at the end of the first quarter, despite
only minor easing of lockdowns, data showed last week.

Gross domestic product jumped 2.1 percent in March,
although by not enough for the UK economy to avoid
contracting overall in the first quarter. GDP shrank by 1.5
percent in the first three months of 2021 compared with
the final quarter last year. British unemployment dipped
to 4.8 percent in the first quarter, data showed Tuesday,
helped by the state’s jobs furlough scheme keeping mil-
lions in work during the pandemic. — AFP

Both headline and core inflation rose in 1Q21 

Kuwait inflation rises to 3.2% 
in 1Q led by higher food costs 

KUWAIT: Consumer price inflation rose to 3.2 per-
cent y/y in March (+0.3 percent m/m; +0.6 percent
q/q) from 3.0 percent at the end of 2020. The pick-up
in inflation was largely due to the food component of
the consumer price index, fueled in turn by a surge in
international food prices. Other prices have continued
their upward trajectory, a trend likely driven by sup-
ply side disruptions brought on by the coronavirus
pandemic. The housing component edged up 0.1 per-
cent y/y after holding flat since June 2019. Core infla-
tion, which excludes food and housing, rose to 2.9
percent at the end of 1Q21 (from 2.7 percent at the
end of 4Q20), with most core components either flat
or accelerating.

Food price inflation came in at a high of 10.8 per-
cent y/y in March. Most food sub-indices witnessed
price increases, with the exception of the volatile fish
and seafood category. The rise in food costs is at
least partly attributed to the surge in international
food prices since early in the pandemic last year, a

result of strong demand (including from inventory
building), disruptions to supply chains, poor weather
and also positive sentiment towards commodities in
general. Some of these price rises have been passed
on to consumers.

Meanwhile, housing costs inched up in March (+0.1
percent m/m; +0.1 percent y/y), the first time there has
been movement in this segment since 2019. The rise
was due to an increase in the ‘services and maintenance
repair’ sub-category (+2.2 percent y/y), which could
reflect higher construction/raw material costs; ‘housing
rents’, though, remained flat. Prices in this component,
which are usually reported every three months, have
not budged since June 2019. And this is despite reports

of rents being discounted during the pandemic-at the
request of tenants whose incomes were under pressure
and/or in order to attract new tenants following the
departure of thousands of expatriates.

The rise in core inflation to 2.9 percent y/y in
March came as inflation in the clothing (+6.7 percent),

miscellaneous goods (+4.9 percent) and communica-
tion (+4.7 percent) categories continued to trend
upwards.  Inflation was strongest in the recreation cat-
egory (+7.7 percent). This was mostly due to a signifi-
cant rise in the costs of information-processing equip-
ment (personal laptops/computers), with computer-
based learning and remote working surging during the
pandemic.

While most core components witnessed price
increases, prices in education declined 15.5 percent
y/y on the back of the Ministry of Education’s decision
to reduce school fees by up to 25 percent for private
schools as physical schooling was replaced with online
schooling for the 2020/2021 academic year. 

Wholesale price inflation 
Wholesale price inflation, which measures the

prices charged between businesses rather than from
businesses to consumers, stood at a subdued 0.8 per-
cent y/y in March 2021, according to the CSB. This
was slightly higher than the reading of 0.5 percent at
the end of the previous quarter, but still far below the
rate in the CPI.  Although not a complete measure of
businesses’ costs, subdued wholesale price inflation

should moderate the pressure on retailers to increase
prices. Inflation in the price of imported goods stood
at 0.9 percent in March, and 0.6 percent for locally
produced goods, pointing to limited inflationary pres-
sures from wholesale prices.

Looking ahead, although it is possible that inflation
will ease somewhat later this year as some of the pan-
demic-linked spike in costs from 2020 fall out of the
annual comparison, upside risks to our 2021 year aver-
age forecast of 2.5 percent are emerging. Local and
international inflationary impulses, for example, are
either persisting, in the case of supply chain con-
straints, or rising, such as with global commodity
prices. Pent-up consumer demand remains strong,
supported by higher household savings rates, which is
an international phenomenon. Finally, the downward
impulse to housing rents (33 percent of the CPI bas-
ket) that might have been expected given the depar-
ture of thousands of expatriates has so far failed to
materialize. On the other side, a moderate pace of eco-
nomic recovery (excluding consumers), the absence of
obvious wage pressures and cost control efforts by
companies are expected to be constraining factors on
the inflation outlook.       

• Inflation edged up in 1Q21, ending the quarter at 3.2% y/y.
• The food, clothing and recreation segments were key drivers of infla-

tion in 1Q21.
• Food prices are being pushed up by international factors. However

core inflation, which excludes food and housing, has edged up too, to
2.9%.

• Inflation is expected to average 2.5% in 2021, though upside risks
have increased somewhat

LONDON: British inflation has soared to the highest level since the early stages of the pandemic, official data showed
yesterday. — AFP

Aerial view shows the house of Andrzej Machno in the southern Polish town of Skawina, who as one of the first residents
swap out his old coal boiler for solar panels. — AFP

Serum Institute 
hopes to export 
shots by year-end
NEW DELHI: The world’s largest vaccine maker said
Tuesday it hopes to resume delivering COVID-19 jabs
to Covax and other countries by the end of this year,
after India restricted exports to combat a massive rise
in infections at home. The Serum Institute of India has
been producing hundreds of millions of doses of the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine, with many countries
around the world, particularly poorer nations, relying
heavily on the company for supplies.

But the Indian government put the brakes on vac-
cine exports as the nation of 1.3 billion people experi-
enced a new wave of cases that has pushed the health-

care system to breaking point. “In the past few days,
there has been intense discussion on the decision of
our government and Indian vaccine manufacturers
including SII to export vaccines,” Serum’s chief execu-
tive, Adar Poonawalla, said in a statement. He added
that his company had already delivered more than 200
million doses.

“We continue to scale up manufacturing and priori-
tize India. We also hope to start delivering to Covax
and other countries by the end of this year,”
Poonawalla said. India had exported nearly 66.4 mil-
lion doses as donations, under commercial arrange-
ments or via Covax to more than 90 countries before
exports were slowed more than a month ago.

The pause was a blow to vital vaccination programs
in poorer countries under the Covax global inoculation
initiative led by the World Health Organization and the
Gavi alliance. UNICEF said Monday that rich coun-
tries could help bridge the shortfall in doses by sharing
20 percent of their June, July and August stocks with
the Covax scheme. — AFP

Coal-fired Poland 
turns toward the 
sun for energy
KRAKOW, Poland: A solar boom is helping Poland
take a big step towards weaning itself off coal as a new
homegrown photovoltaic technology is poised to be a
game-changer in harnessing the power of the sun.

Poland has long trailed other members of the
European Union in solar power, but recent government
subsidies have seen solar panels pop up on roofs
nationwide at an unprecedented pace. 

Rarely associated with blue skies, the country is
instead known for the heavy smog smothering cities
and villages dependent on coal, which in Poland is
dubbed “black gold”.  But with coal still meeting close
to 80 percent of Poland’s energy needs and its mines
set to shut by 2049 under an EU plan to cut emissions,
the country has been forced to seek and subsidize
greener solutions.

In the southern town of Skawina, one of the first
residents to swap out his old coal boiler for solar pan-
els was Andrzej Machno, a 74-year-old former
innkeeper. “The town council subsidized solar energy,
so we seized the opportunity. Others followed. It was
an excellent choice,” he told AFP while playing with
his grandson in the family garden. 

“We can now breathe better in Skawina,” said
Machno, whose town had for decades been marked by
pollution from a now defunct aluminum plant. 

‘Scramble for solar’ 
“We’re seeing a scramble for photovoltaic micro-

installations in Poland,” Ryszard Wnuk, a renewable
energy expert at the National Energy Conservation
Agency (KAPE), told AFP.

At the moment around 70 percent of Poland’s solar
farms are still small, consisting of equipment with an
average power of 8 kilowatts. But in five years, Poland
went from having only 187 megawatts (MW) in
installed photovoltaic capacity to 3,935 MW in 2020
thanks in part to the boom in rooftop installations. Last
year, the country of 38 million saw 155 percent growth

in the sector, compared to a worldwide average of 22
percent, according to the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA). Wnuk attributes Poland’s
enthusiasm for solar to generous public subsidies and
the option to pump surplus energy generated by
rooftop panels into local grids.

‘Only way forward’ 
“Ten years ago, no one in Poland knew how to pro-

nounce the word photovoltaic!” Dawid Zielinski, CEO
of the firm Columbus Energy, told AFP. Launched sev-
en years ago, the company is at the forefront of
Poland’s fledgling green energy push. Employing
3,500 people, it is listed on the Warsaw Stock
Exchange and has ambitions to go global.  “Today,
everyone knows full well that solar, wind and other
kinds of renewable energy are the only way forward to
avoid having to pay huge electricity bills in the near
future,” Zielinski, 36, told AFP.

It is with an eye on the future that he invested in
what will soon be the world’s first industrial production
line of photovoltaic panels based on groundbreaking
perovskite technology, a new generation of cheaper
solar cells. Solar panels coated with perovskite film are
light, flexible, efficient and come in varying hues and
degrees of transparency. 

They can easily be fixed to almost any surface-be it
laptop, car, drone, spacecraft or building-to produce
electricity, including in the shade or indoors. 

From Tokyo to Oxford
Production costs are down thanks to a novel inkjet

printing procedure for perovskites developed by
Polish physicist and businesswoman Olga Malinkiewicz
that makes it possible to produce solar panels under
lower temperatures. Her discovery in 2013 earned her
an article in the journal Nature as well an award from
MIT and top spot in a competition organized by the
European Commission.

Researchers from Tokyo to Oxford are now pursu-
ing perovskite technology. Malinkiewicz’s company,
Saule Technologies, is based out of the southern Polish
city of Wroclaw. Solar panels do come with one major
drawback, jokes Machno, the Skawina resident. “I used
to have to load six tons of coal into the boiler every
month and then remove the ashes.  “Now I just sit
there drinking beer and have gained weight,” he says,
laughing. — AFP


